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ENISA’S ROLE

European Energy ISAC

European Railway ISAC

Inter EU ISAC platform

European Finance ISAC

European Maritime ISAC

Facilities manager project

Under construction

European Healthcare ISAC

European Aviation ISAC
ENISA ISACS MATURITY ASSESSMENT

Based on
The Gartner Cyber Security Maturity Model

The model is about:
- organizational maturity,
- collaboration and
- cyber security.

5 levels of maturity:
- Initial
- Developed
- Defined
- Managed
- Optimised

Includes 13 ISAC Functions

- CEF ISAC facilities manager uses it to assess the maturity of existing EU ISACs
- Integrated with ISAC in a box

3 | ENISA’S ISAC RESEARCH AND SHARING OF BEST PRACTICES
TOOLKIT FOR ISAC'S

This is a comprehensive toolkit for establishing and developing Information Sharing and Analysis Centres, or ISACs, that includes activities, documents, and tools. Everything you need to set up and run an ISAC. The toolkit is divided into five different phases corresponding to the development of the ISAC. Each phase contains different topics for developing the organisation in that particular phase.

Hence, the topics have been classified into "New" for ISACs starting from scratch and "Established" for already established ISACs that aim at taking the next step in its maturity process. Throughout the report, topics that concern mainly new ISACs are marked with an "N" and topics that concern mainly established ISACs are marked with an "E". The guiding text is adapted to being used on the ENISA website in a web-based toolkit.
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